
Belaarbi Baabouche middle school 

The first term test 

Level: 3MS                                                             Full name:…………………………………… 

Timing : 1 Hour                                                       Class :……………………….. 

The text: 

       Of all my family , I love my aunt Emily the best. She ‘s my mother’s sister. 

She isn’t married , she is single and she lives alone in a small village, near Leeds. 

She’s in her late fifties, but she ‘s quite attractive and young in spirit .She can 

go jogging, do gymnastics , but she can’t skateboard.   My auntie is keen on 

reading , gardening and hiking. She still goes for long walks over the hills .She is 

happy and active , she is always making something ,or mending something or 

doing something to entertain herself  .She is cheerful .When you meet  her ,the 

first thing you notice is her smile.  She is generous because she  often  offers 

me gifts. Her friends think  she is comprehensive  because she is the kind of 

person you can always go to if you have a problem.  .I hope I am as satisfied as 

she is when I’m her age .                                 Addapted from islcollective worksheets 

A |Reading Comprehension (7 pts) 

Activity one: Read the text and complete the table . (3pts) 

Abilities Interests Personality features 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

Activity two :Read the text again and answer the following questions.(2pts) 

1-Can Aunt Emily skateboard ?                      …………………………………………………………… 

2-Is she interested in hiking?                       …………………………………………………………….. 

Activity three : Lexis 

Find the synonyms of the followings : 

1-my mother’s sister ₌ …….. …………………                                  2-presents ₌…………… 

        Find the opposites of the followings: 

       1-never ≠…………………………                                                        2-sad ≠……………………… 
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      Mastery of the language (7pts) 

    Activity one : Reorder the words to get correct sentences.(2pts) 

      1- disorganized | never |I |am |.        ………………. ……………………………………………………………… 

      2-nervy| get | sometimes | I |.          ………………. ………………………………………………………………. 

      Activity two : Tick the correct form of the modal  “can” (2pts) 

                             Weak  |kən|                        strong   |kæn| 

-Can you drive a car? 

-Yes , I can . 

-Can you ride a bike ? 

Yes , I can ride a bike . 

Activity three :Add the correct prefix to form the antonyms of these 

adjectives. (3pts)             (Ir - il - in  - im - un - dis )    

………….polite                       …………….responsible                       ……….. known      

………….honest                     ……………active                                 ………..literate 

Situation of integration (6pts) 

       Your are a new member in your school blog. Your friends want to know about 

you. Introduce yourself giving your personal information , your abilities , 

inabilities  ,interests and personality features . 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..................... 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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